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Hi, Toby here from Noble Muffins.
This here is a paginating text kit. You give it a text; 

it’ll lay it out on a skin. You can also use it as a fancy text 
mesh or make your own skin.

Three basic demos are included, two of which 
cover normal use cases; the Minimal demo and Pickupable 
demo. These show direct usage of the text mesh and calling up a skinned text viewer, 
respectively.
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Pick up a book
A book and 

letter prop are 
included, along with 
book and letter 
skins. The 
Pickupable provides 
an example of its 
usage, which is 
pretty 
straightforward but 
there are one or two 
things to know 
about it.

Seen here 
on the right is the 
prefab dropped into 
a scene. The lower 
right corner has the 
component’s 
configuration 
properties.

Content is real simple; any UTF-8 text file. Note that word wrapping, paragraph 
indent and line spacing are done automatically so an ideal file should only have newlines 
at the end of paragraphs. Unity’s dynamic text is used, so any language supported by the 
skin’s font will work. (We’ll go into changing fonts later.)

Reader Prefab is the skin. The way this works is a prefab featuring a ReaderText 
component is instantiated, and the content assigned to that reader. Two prefabs are 
included; Leather Book Prefab and Letter Prefab. Drop in either and it will be used.

Instantiation Position is a little more esoteric. Basically, the skins included use 
their own cameras, and layers cannot be exported or communicated through the Asset 
Store because they are a project property. So to prevent the book from appearing in the 
game’s cameras or game elements in the reader’s camera, you give it a transform 
reasonably far from everything else and it will do its business there. In the online skins 
demo, this point is about one hundred units under everything else in the scene.

Once all this is rigged up, the reader ought to come on screen when the book is 
clicked and go away when appropriate. (The current interface has the reader go away 
when one clicks outside the book.)



Is a reader on screen right now?
The skins demo has little activity; the view looks around while you move the 

mouse. You may notice, however, this activity is suspended while the reader is on screen. 
Your scripts, too, can be cognizant of the presence of a reader by checking the public 
static boolean property, ReaderController.isAnyReaderLive.

Embedding Images
In addition to plain text files, Reader can parse XMLs with rich content. This 

feature is still under development, but images are ready to use right now.

An XML document must open with the 
XML doctype as shown above. Files without it 
will be read as plaint text. After this, you must 
place all content between a <body> tag and its 
associated closing tag (</body>).

The <img> tag embeds an image into 
the text. Use the src attribute to refer to an image 
in your Resources folder. (You may wish to 
review how Resources are loaded. Do not 
include the filename.) You can refer to an image 
resource or a material resources. (Using the 
latter, as in the demo, lets you configure the 
shader.) The <img> tag comes with a number of 
optional attributes:
• page – Specify exactly which page number the 

image will appear on.



• left, top – Specify the position, between 0 and 1, of the left and top edges.
• width, height – Specify the width and height. If the whole page’s bounds are wider than 

they are tall, than height will be between 0 and 1 and width can be a bit bigger 
(depending on aspect). If the page is tall than width will be between 0 and 1 and height 
can be a bit bigger.

• marginLeft, marginTop, marginRight, marginBottom – Specify the margin on each 
side of the image. This will affect the flow of text. Figures are specified in multiples of the 
line height. For example, a margin of 2 units means twice the height of a line of text.

Left unspecified, Reader will try to assume something sensible. Left and right 
margins are nonzero while vertical margins are zero. Width will be half; height will depend 
on the width and the aspect ratio of the source image. The page will depend on where in 
the document the image tag shows up; Reader will try to place the image close to the text.

The <p> tag here denotes a paragraph. Paragraphs will be indented. Do not nest 
the <p> tag.

As a Text Mesh
The heart of 

this kit is the 
ReaderText 
component. In this 
screenshot of the 
Minimal example, the 
ReaderText component 
has been attached to 
an object along with a 
an Autosizer and a 
PageTurner 
component.

The content 
(again, UTF-8 text with 
newlines after 
paragraphs) is plugged 
into the Text Asset 
property.

Three 
properties relate to the 
font itself; Font, 
Resolution and Unit 
Size. We attach a true type font configured as dynamic, with include font data turned on. 
The resolution refers to the rendered font size (15 points in this case). Finally, the unit size 



is how tall it’s going to be in 3-space. With a unit size of 0.08, the lines are 0.08 units tall, 
regardless of the font size. (A higher font size will give it more detail.)

Line spacing is a multiplier; a figure of 2 gives us double-spaced text. Justified 
text will be arranged to fill out the allowed width when wrapping. Indent is of course the 
paragraph indent, as a multiplier of height. Finally, the Rebuild button will revise the the 
text mesh immediately in the editor. (This may be automatic in a future update.)

Without an autosizer, the particulars of the 
text arrangement must be configured. The text will 
be arranged into a box with a specified Offset and 
Size, with the origin dead center of the box. (A 
nonzero box with a zero offset will extend outward 
to the sides and above and below the center 
point.)

The text will be arranged around a 
specified Mesh Holder, which is nothing more 
than a transform that will hold the mesh filter and 
renderer. This collection can be empty. If it’s 
empty, it will use itself as a mesh holder. 
Conversely, if there are multiple mesh holders, 
multiple pages will be displayed, each with the 
same specified offset and size.

The ReaderAutosizer will do this 
automatically. Attach it to the same object 
as ReaderText, and it will automatically 
configure the offset, size and mesh 
holders.

It will assume a height 2 units tall 
(-1 to 1) such that an orthographic camera 
with a unit size of 1 would be filled 
vertically. The width can be either derived 
from the main camera’s aspect ratio 
(default), derived from a specified camera’s aspect, or set to a fixed aspect ratio.

For example, in the Minimal example, we use automatic aspect. It sizes itself to fill 
the screen. In the included skins, however, it uses a fixed aspect to match the book and 
letter decals’ geometry.

The skins have scale, rotation and motion applied to the whole. This is done with 
the autosizer by asking it to lay out the panes on a particular transform. The text panes 
become child objects to that transform, and that transform is scaled, rotated and animated.

The Double Margin Gap property is a minor hack that should be explained. If you 
specify a margin of 0.1, each column of text will have a margin of 0.1 units around it, and 



the space between one column of text and the next after will be 0.1 units. If Double Margin 
Gap is enabled, however, than the margin between two panes will be 0.2 units; each 
column will have its own margin on both sides. The book skin uses this to widen the space 
between the two pages.

Code Interfaces
ReaderText has the following public interfaces worth accessing via code:
public int page;

public int pageCount;

public bool mayGoBackward;

public bool mayGoForward;

public void Rebuild();

public void Rebuild(string content);

The booleans in question simply indicate whether page can be decremented or 
incremented, respectively.

The skins’ ReaderController component uses these interfaces to provide a user 
interface, however if you wanted to use ReaderText directly or write your own controller, 
use these interfaces.

Note that changing the page will cause ReaderText to update immediately. You do 
not need to call Rebuild to change the page. Calling Rebuild will cause the ReaderText 
to repaginate the entire document. This is necessary to change the content or text 
properties of the document. This is not necessary to change the page.

Calling rebuild without specifying any content will cause it to use the public 
content property (a TextAsset) as source material. You can, however, specify a string as 
content and this is used in the Interactive demo.



Creating a Skin
Drag one of the 

skin prefabs onto your 
scene to see how they’re 
assembled. Ours include 
their own camera and use 
the ReaderController 
component to provide a 
user interface. Yours need 
not necessarily work this 
way if you have another 
approach.

On the right here 
is the Leather Book 
Prefab open for editing. 
The Reader Text and 
Autosizer components 
are shown as described 
above.

The Autosizer 
uses a Fixed Aspect of 1.45 to match the book decal. Double Margin Gap is enabled to 
account for the black vertical line through the middle of the page. (It widens the space 
between the two columns.) The Number of Panes is set to 2 because there are two 
visible columns. (Two pages.) The panes are laid out on a particular transform; they 
are on the Slide Transform, which is shrunk a tad to make space around the book and is 
slide onto the screen when the book prefab instantiates.

The ReaderController is also attached. This is responsible for flipping pages, 
playing sounds, sliding the book onto and off the screen and closing the book when 
appropriate. You can write your own kit using the ReaderText public interfaces, however 
the included skins use this.

In order to do its job, it needs several things.
It needs a collider that represents what the user will see as the reader, so that it 

can differentiate a click or tap on the reader from a click or tap outside of it. In the included 
skins, clicking on the book or letter will turn the page, while clicking outside of it will close 
the book. The specified collider is how the controller identifies clicks on the book or letter. 
In both included samples, the Decal and Collider object serves as both the visible 
readable item and the collider.



It needs to know if you want a Swipe to turn the page. If this is enabled, the 
controller will react to swipes rather than clicks; a swipe right or left will turn the page while 
a swipe downward will close the reader.

It needs a reference to the camera that will render the reader. The included 
sample skins have their own integrated cameras. The camera is used for tracing a path to 
the collider.

It needs a slide transform. This is an empty object that has the reader panes and 
decals as child objects. Moving, scaling or rotating the slide transform should move, scale 
or rotate the reader and decals together on screen.

Finally, it needs sound clips. Several are included.
When complete, save your skin as a prefab and specify it in the ReaderOpener 

component. Remember that all sources are included so if you wish to copy the 
ReaderOpener code to open a skinned reader in another fashion, you may.

Sources
All sources are included, however they are subject to revision by updates. If you 

wish to modify sources, back them up before updating; you may need to merge manually.

Bugs
• The text mesh does not automatically update in edit mode at this time. It can be 

instructed to explicitly in the Inspector with the Rebuild button. It will also rebuild 
automatically on scene start.

• A bug may prevent font loading if the font’s configured size matches the size requested 
in the text mesh. For example, the included fonts have a default size of 16 and the skins 
may use 15 or 18, but not 16 unless the font’s configuration is changed. A simple 
workaround is to set the font’s default size to 1, or another unimportant figure.

Contact
If you run into any problems at all, let us know at support@noblemuffins.com.
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